Residential Fire Damage

PROJECT PROFILE
Type of job: Emergency services, reconstruction
Client: Private residence
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Situation

A fire in a residential garage quickly
spread to the home. Both structures
suffered significant damage and
required reconstruction of half the
original space. While most of
the home’s contents were lost,
some items deemed salvageable
were packed out for cleaning and
restoration.

ATI Services
• Emergency services including board-up
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and securing the perimeter of the property
Temporary power
Debris removal
Contents pack-out, storage and pack-back
Contents cleaning and restoration
Structure cleaning and deodorizing
Reconstruction

The ATI Advantage
ATI provided all work necessary for this recovery, from initial
emergency services through final reconstruction.
• Mobilized personnel to the site within two hours of
the fire to secure the property.
• Provided temporary power to avoid delays in initial
recovery work.
• Engaged specialty cleaning and restoration experts
to inspect damaged high-end items including
paintings and a piano.
• Used state-of-the-art techniques including sodium
bicarbonate blasting and thermal fogging to
clean and deodorize the structure.
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“We’ve been here for over a
• Thanks to ATI’s full-service construction division, the job
transitioned seamlessly from the emergency services
phase to reconstruction, saving the homeowners valuable time and expense in hiring additional vendors.
• Successfully worked with the city to resolve difficult
permitting issues to keep the reconstruction phase on
track and on time.

Results
ATI personnel are keenly aware of the human side of a
loss, particularly when disaster strikes a private residence.
For each job, the goal goes beyond providing recovery
services for the structure. ATI is committed to offering
additional support to property owners through the first
traumatic hours and days following the disaster.
ATI crews went the extra mile for this family, beginning
on the night of the fire. A project manager arrived on site
within two hours of the fire to ensure that the damaged
property was properly secured prior to beginning emergency services. While at the site that night, the project
manager provided the family, who suddenly found themselves displaced, with transportation to a local drugstore
to purchase essentials and then to a local hotel.
ATI crew members also helped the family with the sad
task of retrieving beloved pets from the site that did not
survive the fire. And although a contents assessor determined that the home’s contents were a total loss, ATI crew
members continued to sift carefully through the burntout structure and debris. To the homeowners’ amazement, the crew managed to find a few cherished family
items that they packed out for cleaning and deodorizing.
During the reconstruction phase, ATI construction specialists again took extra steps to ensure a smooth process for
the homeowners. This included successfully negotiating
with the city over a permitting issue that could have
potentially slowed the reconstruction phase significantly.
In addition, ATI’s construction supervisor on the job
worked closely with the homeowners to accommodate
their special requests while keeping within the family’s
budget requirements.
This loss was clearly a traumatic event for the homeowners and their children. But thanks to a crew of seasoned
and caring specialists, ATI completed the recovery –
from emergency services through final reconstruction
– a full two months ahead of schedule.

month now, and we love the
house that rose from the
ashes. I would recommend
ATI wholeheartedly to anyone.
ATI has served us well.
Thank you.”

Casceil M. Aronson
Homeowner
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